Masters Instructional Design & Technology Projects

EIDT 6100  EIDT6110: Instructional Design Intro to ADDIE
A. Group 5 Final Project
B. Group Logo by Bridget Chappell

EIDT 6110  Advanced Instructional Design (Instructional Module)
A. 21st Century EDU Final Project (Prezi)
B. 21st Century EDU Final Project Reassessment (Prezi)

EIDT 6120  Multimedia Design and Development
A. Final Project (Learning Object)
B. Learning Object AECT Standard Scoring Rubric
C. WK7 Final Project (Learning Objects) Grading Rubric
D. WK8 Discussion/Video-Capture

EIDT 6130: Program Evaluation (Program Evaluation Plan)
A. Statement of Work
B. Work Breakdown Structure
C. Resource Allocation Plan

EDUC 6135  Distance Learning (Online Orientation)
A. Invitation To Coursesite SIT-3500 Safety Training
B. Project Documentation
C. Scoring Rubric w/ Feedback for the entire Final Project
D. Defining Distance Learning (Blog)
E. Converting F2F into a Distance Learning Format {Information Guide}
F. CMS-Orientations w/ Documentation

EDUC 6145  Project Management (Project Plan)
A. Final Project {Weekly Assignments Combined}
B. Final Scoring Rubric
C. Required WordPress Blogs
   a. Postmortem
   b. Effective Communication
   c. Plagiarism
   d. Analyzing Scope Creep

EDIT 6510  Online Instructional Strategies
A. Weekly WordPress Blogs
B. Welcome Orientation Video {EDUC 6135 Final Project}

EDIT 6511  Assessments in Online Environment
A. Designing Written Assessments
B. Designing Performance Assessments
C. Assessment Technology Tool-Box
D. Developed Scoring Rubric for all Exercises